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Summary: By integrating statistical physics and quantitative X-ray CT imaging, the data-constrained 

modelling (DCM) approach proves to be an effective post-CT analysis technique capable of non-

destructive characterization of internal void and oxide distributions in 3D-printed metal samples. 

Internal pores and oxides distribution of 3D-printed 316L stainless steel samples were characterized 

with the above approach. 

 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The properties of 3D-printed (additively manufactured - AM) metals are closely related to their internal 

microstructures. X-ray CT has been widely used for non-destructive 3D microstructure characterization. However, 

the mainstream image analysis techniques have limitations in resolving microscopic spatial features and material 

phases that are smaller than 10-3 times the sample size. The data-constrained modelling (DCM) approach has been 

able to overcome these limitations [1]. It opens the possibility of non-destructive quality evaluation of AM metals, 

for which the lack of an efficient and convenient technology for non-destructive quality evaluation is one of the 

major barriers to broader industrial adoption. In additional to 3D-printed metals [2], DCM has also found 

applications in several other disciplines including metal corrosion protection [3], metal extraction from minerals, 

and microstructure characterization for unconventional oil and gas reservoir rocks, coal and soil clay [1]. 

 

 

2. SS316L SAMPLE PREPARATION AND X-RAY CT EXPERIMENT 

 
The material used in the present study is 316L SS powder, which was supplied from SLM Solution, Germany. A 
SLM 125 HL (SLM Solution, Germany) machine equipped with a 200 W YLR-Faser-Laser (λ = 1070 nm) was 
used in this study to produce specimens. The SLM processing parameters that were investigated are the laser 
power (P) in the range 125-175 W, scanning speed (v) in the range 400-800 mm/s, hatch spacing of 120 μm, layer 
thickness of 30 μm, meander hatching pattern and hatch angle of 67°. The SLM process was performed under an 
argon atmosphere and the powder bed temperature was kept constant at 200°C during the process. The density of 
the samples was measured using an Electronic Densimeter (Model SD-200L) with 0.0001 g/cm3 resolution based 
on Archimedes principles. Microstructure of the samples at the top surface (perpendicular to the building 
direction) was characterized using scanning electron microscopy (ZIESS SUPRA 55VP FEG SEM) at an 
accelerating voltage of 20 keV in polished conditions.  
 

The X-ray CT projection images of the 316L SS samples were acquired at Shanxi University with a Sanying 

Precision Engineering X-ray CT machine at tube voltage of 210 kVp and tube current of 90 µA. The sample was 

imaged at1440 projection angles for a total rotation of 360º. The effective pixel size was 6.0 µm. The XY slices 

were reconstructed from the projection images with beam-hardening, dark-field and flat-field corrections.  
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3. DATA-CONSTRAINED MODELLING ANALYSIS 

 
The CT slices were imported to the DCM software for analysis. A multiplication factor was used to convert 
the CT slices such that the solid stainless-steel regions of the sample had a linear absorption coefficient value 
equal to the theoretical value of 1.603 cm-1 at the equivalent X-ray photon energy of 150 kV. To compensate 
the imaging artefacts, offset values for pores and oxide phase were estimated from the CT slices and used in 
the DCM analysis.  
 

 
Figure 1: (a) total volume of sample, (b) void (green) and 13 largest clusters of oxide and void (in other 
colours), (c) top view of sample, (d) void (green) and 13 largest clusters of void and oxide (in other colours). 

 

DCM analysis showed that the structure of voids and residual oxides changed with preparation conditions. Figure 

1 shows the data for the sample with lowest density. It can be seen that both the void and oxide structures extend 

vertically upwards along the build direction. This means that the total energy input under those processing 

conditions is not sufficient to simultaneously fully melt the topmost layer of powder and partially re-melt the 

underlying layer for necessary bonding. At higher powers and slower scan speeds, these oxide and void structures 

change significantly, resulting in the production of smaller voids at intermediate scans speeds and laser power to 

very little void formation at the highest laser power and slowest scan speeds. 
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